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Abstract — This study provides a systematic review of literature on the College Students’ Learning Ability (CSLA) from the Student’s Platform for Innovation and Entrepreneurship Training Program (SPIETP). There is a need to analyze CSLA intellectually and practically. This review gives the identification of CSLA from the SPIETP, and provides clusters of research literature about CSLA especially in tutorial system, self-regulated learning, project learning and reform of learning. Suggestions for further research are provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the Chinese government has launched a range of policies to push forward innovation and entrepreneurship, advocate and boost “Mass Entrepreneurship and Innovation”, and has particularly emphasized the cultivation of college students’ innovation spirits and innovative entrepreneurial capabilities. However, innovative entrepreneurial capabilities must be based on certain knowledge and skills, while the cultivation and improvement of learning ability can help students with reserves of knowledge and skills. On the basis, students’ innovation spirits can be cultivated, students’ innovative entrepreneurial capabilities can be improved, the growth and development of students can be boosted, so that students can contribute to the national development.

II. DEFINITION OF COLLEGE STUDENT’S LEARNING ABILITY (CSLA) FROM THE STUDENT’S PLATFORM FOR INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP TRAINING PROGRAM (SPIETP)

CSLA from SPIETP refers to: The ability to learn, acquire, internalize and innovate knowledge, to grasp skills, to form learning strategies and to build nice scientific research literacy researchfully, cooperatively, proactively, practically and innovatively, through various measures and methods, driven by tasks, guided by questions and based on professional learning ability in Mass Entrepreneurship and Innovation activities, with college students as the main body.
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Zhang, Lei and other people have elaborated the positive effects of Mass Entrepreneurship and Innovation programs on the cultivation of college student’s innovative thinking modes and innovation ability, the improvement of student’s learning interest and learning efficiency [3].

As assumed by Wang, Yaming and research partners, the key to success is reasonable selection of subjects, so they have analyzed the influence of teachers’ selection of subjects, students’ initiative selection of subjects and students’ practice and gainings through innovation programs on the cultivation of engineering college students’ innovative practice abilities at different stages of programs [4].

By the dimension of teaching, some people suggest that universities and colleges should create learning conditions and improve teaching resources to improve student’s innovative and entrepreneurial learning ability, and some people say that teachers should provide rich learning resources, reform appraisal and teaching models. More people pay attention to each aspect of college student’s learning ability by the dimension of learning; some of them pay attention to student’s autonomous study quality, learning habit, learning motivation, self-monitoring ability, learning status, learning efficiency, learning burnout, study planning, learning performance and learning strategy; some of them pay attention to learning appraisal systems and some research informal learning under the new media environment and the improvement of college student’s learning ability in the online course era.

Lei, Xiao has pointed out that learners’ autonomy development is influenced by their ideas, so teachers must learn and correct students’ autonomous learning opinions first, and consequently advocate students’ learning autonomy. As for teaching skills, teachers should build a nice environment for autonomous learning, and pay attention to the cultivation of student’s application of learning strategies [5].

Situ, Yingjie has stated that college student’s study quality, learning habits, learning methods and self-control ability are all influencing factors of the learning ability. College students should have stricter learning requirements on themselves, universities and college should establish more convenient learning conditions, and teachers should provide richer learning resources [6].

Chen, Hui has raised an opinion that the completion of teaching tasks should be driven by tasks, and has emphasized that tasks should have sense of layers and should be finished in pleasant teaching environments [7].

Through research, Wang, Xiaobu has found that college students’ study planning level is moderate on the whole; study planning has positive correlation with learning performance, students at different study planning levels have obviously different learning performances, the higher study planning level, the better learning performance; all dimension of study planning can forecast learning performance effectively and have positive influence on learning performance [8].

The research results of Zhang, Jungui and other people indicate that science and engineering students have good learning ability and their learning motivation levels are high; at the same time, the factors are helpful for the forming of correct learning attribution patterns.

Lin, Yinling and Ye, Xinzi have put forward to reform the academic evaluation systems of college students and to encourage college students to turn from surface learning to deep learning.

Xie, Liping has analyzed the present manifestation and reasons of college students’ learning burnout, and has put forward the 4 countermeasures to relieve college students’ learning burnout, including self-awareness, emotional experience, reaction to setbacks and reflective observation [9].

According to Li, Bin’s research results, an important criterion of college student’s learning ability is the learning efficiency, while learning team building can improve the learning efficiency of students of local universities and colleges. The “Enjoy Learning, Help Learning, Realize Learning” construction plan is helpful for the improvement of college student’s learning efficiency [10].

As presented by Li Chunlan, new students’ entrance education should be reinforced to change their learning concepts and improve their awareness, and consequently improve college student’s learning ability; the autonomous learning atmosphere should be created, cooperative learning should be conducted, and a special culture environment should be created to realize the education purposes and education effects out of classrooms [11].

The research results of Hsieh and Tzu-Ling prove that students’ different personality characteristics and learning motives generate different learning effects, but learning outcomes cannot be forecast accurately when students’ backgrounds and learning motives are changed; students’ majors are important for learning effects. The research results emphasize the importance of learning motivation and suggest teachers to provide effective learning experience for students, aiming to assure their confidence with their own learning ability [12].

Dahm and other people have described the unique sophomoric practice course of Rowan University: Integrate entrepreneurial strategy cases in the design of a sophomoric multi-disciplinary and multi-level course. Through course training, students are more interested in entrepreneurship and are more willing to select entrepreneurship courses at senior grades. Additionally, more and more universities pay attention to experience in undergraduate education research, but the traditional apprentice mode is infeasible when teachers’ ability and provided resources are limited. Under such a condition, the “Embedded Researcher” method can provide research experience for a lot of students in traditional courses and teachers can obtain valuable data at the same time. The author applied this method in a university for Hispanic people, the students were satisfied and meaningful research data was obtained [13].

Thompson and other people have pointed out that introductory science courses have critical roles for undergraduates’ selection of the scientific research path. Especially, if freshmen have opportunities to participate in students’ scientific practice and incentive program, the
freshmen may consider joining scientific research careers easily. The researchers developed an introductory science course composed of a range of lab experiments and lectures, which students can participate in and practice [14].

Lee and other people compared 2 universities in SK and USA, and discussed whether higher education could cultivate students’ criticalness and creativeness. In the survey results, the author discussed that universities and colleges should provide the education of critical and creative learning according different cultures and awareness [15].

IV. CONCLUSION

Through literature review, it is found that achievements have been made from research on discussion about college student’s innovative and entrepreneurial learning ability at home and abroad. However, almost all the research jobs are done for public universities and colleges, and there is insufficient research on the innovative and entrepreneurial learning ability of students in independent colleges. Under the background, the research on the innovative and entrepreneurial learning ability of students in independent colleges should be reinforced.
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